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Abstract-Digital expansions with respect to linear recurring sequences are considered. Using a 
general result due to Frougny and Solomyak, finite representations are investigated and a quantitative 
refinement is established. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A well-known digital expansion is the so-called Zeckendorf number system [l], where every positive 
integer n can be written as 
L 
n= c EkFk, 
k=O 
U-1) 
Fk denoting the sequence of Fibonacci numbers given by Fk+s = Fk+l + Fk and F. = 1 and 
Fl = 2 [2]. The digits ek are 0 or 1 and &k&k+1 = 0. Using the same recurrence relation but the 
initial values LO = 3, L1 = 4, the sequence LI, of Lucas numbers is defined. We note that we have 
chosen different initial values compared to [2,3] (th e so called “canonical” initial values, cf. [4]), 
which seem to be more suitable for defining digital expansions and yield an index translation 
by 2. 
In a recent volume of The Fibonacci Quarterly, P. Filipponi proposed the following conjectures 
(advanced problem Nr. H-457, cf. [3]): 
CONJECTURE 1. Let f(N) denote the number of l’s in the Zeckendorf decomposition of N. For 
given positive integers JC and n, there exists a minimal positive integer R(k) (depending on k) 
such that f(kF,) has a constant value for n > R(k). 
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CONJECTURE 2 (revised). For k > 6, let us define m by Lzrn_l < k L: L2m+l. Then R(k) = 2m. 
These conjectures were proved by P. S. Bruckman [5] in a recent issue of the Fibonacci Quar- 
terly, in a purely elementary way. 
This paper proves generalizations of Conjecture 1 and a weak version of Conjecture 2 that 
apply to digit expansions with respect to linear recurrences of the kind treated in [4,6]. 
In the following, let us consider linear recurring sequences of order d 2 2, 
Gk+d=alGk+d-l+...+adGk, (1.2) 
with integral coefficients and integral initial values. We assume further that 
(ak,... y ad) 5 (al,. . . ,ad-k+l), fork=l,...,d, (1.3) 
where 5 denotes the lexicographic order, and take initial values Go = 1 and Gk = aiGk_r f. . . + 
ak& + 1 for k = 1,. . . ,d - 1. Note that (1.3) ensures that the G-ary expansion 
L 
n= c &k Gk (1.4) 
k=O 
is unique for digits sk satisfying (sk, . . . , &k-[+I) < (al,. . . ,ae),foralle-lIk<Landl<!<d 
(cf. l4,71). 
The characteristic equation zd - alzd-’ - . . . - ad = 0 has a dominating real (characteristic) 
root ,0 with al < /3 < al + 1, since by a simple application of RouchQ’s theorem, the conjugated 
roots have to be of smaller modulus. By well-known papers of A. Renyi [8] and W. Parry [9],there 
is a digit expansion of positive reals z to the base p (the so-called P-expansion) given by 
x= Sk fl-“, (1.5) 
k=-U 
where the digits bk satisfy the conditions (Sk,. . . , &+&_l) < (al,. . . , ad) for all k 2 1. Originally 
in [9], only numbers x E [0, 1) are considered; the general case can be obtained by resealing. 
There is a close connection between this expansion of reals and the G-ary expansion of integers. 
Furthermore, in [9] it is shown that all conjugates of /? are of modulus less than 2. 
The case of Pisot-recurrences, i.e., the dominating root p is a Pisot number (thus, all the 
conjugates are of modulus less than 1) is especially important. By a classical theorem of [lo] any 
recurrence with decreasing coefficients al 2 a2 2 ’ . . > ad is a Pisot-recurrence. A distinguished 
example of this type are the “Multinacci”-numbers defined by 
M&d = Mk+&i + . . . + Mk, for k 2 0 and Mk = 2”, for k = 0,. . . ,d - 1. (1.6) 
It is a natural problem to consider the classes of real numbers 2 with finite or eventually 
periodic P-expansions. Clearly, such numbers have to be contained in the algebraic number 
field Q(p). An interesting question is to ask for which fi all positive members of @/3) have finite 
or eventually periodic expansions. A second question is to ask for which p all positive integers 
have finite expansions. Complete answers to these questions are not known. A. Bertrand [ll] and 
K. Schmidt [12] have shown that if p is a Pisot number then all positive 2 E o(p) have eventually 
periodic expansions. It is a well-known conjecture that this remains true for Salem numbers. 
However, until now it is only proved up to Degree 4 that expansion of 1 is periodic (cf. [13]). 
Recently, C. Frougny and B. Solomyak [14] have proved the following theorem concerning the 
class J= of real numbers with finite P-expansion: 
THEOREM F. Let fl be the dominating root of a dth order linear recurrence (1.2) with decreasing 
coefficients al 2 a2 2 . . . > ad 2 1. Then F coincides with the set of all positive members of 
%-‘I. 
Theorem F will be the crucial ingredient in our results, for, as we see below, the truth of 
Conjecture 1 is clearly related to circumstances when Z C 3. 
REMARK 1. A detailed survey on @-expansions containing relations to symbolic dynamics and 
including several open problems in this area is given in [15]; see also [16,17]. 
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2. FINITE EXPANSIONS 
In the following, we deduce Conjecture 1 (in a more general form) from Theorem F. 
LEMMA 1. Let G, be a Pisot recurrence. Then 
kGn = c &e(k) Gn+e, 
[=-U(k) 
for n _> U(k) (2-l) 
is a G-ary expansion, if and only if k = C,“=‘“_‘,,,, &e(k)@ is the P-expansion of k. 
PROOF. Assuming the G-ary expansion (2.1), dividing by G, and taking the limit n -_) 00 yields 
the ,&expansion of k, since p is the dominating characteristic root. For the converse direction, 
note that G, N Apn, where A is a rational expression in /3. Multiplying the P-expansion of k 
with AP”, taking all conjugates and summing up yields (2.1). I 
Now, applying Lemma 1 in the special case where Theorem F applies, yields a proof of the 
following generalization of Conjecture 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G, be a dth order linear recurring sequence of type (1.2) with decreasing 
coefficients, then the number of nonzero G-ary digits of kG, does not depend on n. Moreover, 
the G-ary representation of kG, is given by (2.1). 
Now we turn to a weak generalization of Conjecture 2 which concerns bounding the range of 
terms in the G-ary expansion (2.1), i.e., of bounds for U(k) and V(k). 
THEOREM 1. Let G, be any Pisot-recurrence such that Z[fl] c F. Then V(k) = [logp k] and 
U(k) 5 -logk/(log I/34) + C, where P2 # P is a conjugate of ,0 of maximal modulus (< 1) and 
C is some constant (given in the proof). In particular, the expansion of any integer k is of length 
O(log k). 
Theorem 1 applies to all linear recurrences of type (1.2) with decreasing coefficients, for in that 
case Z[p] C_ Z[/Y1] = F by Theorem F. 
PROOF. The expression for V(k) is obvious. Choose m so large that /k,Brl < 1. Then, we have 
for all conjugates /?j # p Ik,ByI < 1, too. Assume that 
V(k) 
k= c &[ pe + P+/‘“’ 
e=-U+i 
is produced by the greedy algorithm and thus y is positive and an algebraic integer in Q(p) 
satisfying y(“) < 1 (for u > 0). 
Denote by yj the images of y under the isomorphism induced by 0 +-+ & and let as above al 
be the leading coefficient in (1.2). Then we have 
As y(“) E Z[p] and all of its conjugates are bounded, there exist only finitely many possibilities 
for it. By (141, all elements of Z[fl-‘1 h ave finite expansions. Since Z[/3] c Z[p-“1 all these y’s 
have finite expansions and we choose C to be their maximum length. m 
REMARK 2. A complete characterization of such expansions is an open problem. 
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